Quality Data to Power Scholarly Communications
As scholarly communications become more interconnected, high quality data becomes more
important. Ringgold’s unique identifiers allow systems to exchange information more
effectively, and our authoritative data means those systems are populated with trustworthy
information.
Backed by Ringgold data for institutions and scholarly works, clients are better able to
develop business intelligence, improve decision making, and more easily connect their
publications to the broader research community.
Ringgold’s expertise in identifiers and metadata can be applied to common challenges faced by
organizations on all points of the scholarly continuum:
◼ Publishers
◼ Intermediaries
◼ Aggregators

◼ Membership associations
◼ Publishing service providers
◼ Funders & research
institutions

Ringgold’s mission:
To provide identifiers and structured data to
power the efficient exchange of information
throughout the scholarly research community.

www.ringgold.com

Clean Data. Confident Decisions.

Ringgold Services
Your needs are unique, and we believe an introductory conversation is the best
first step to evaluating which of our services is appropriate for your organization.
Identify Database: Amplify your business intelligence with the industry’s
leading source of authoritative institutional information.

Consortium Directory Online: Power your consortia sales efforts
with the most comprehensive database of library consortia available.

Identify Audit Service: Transform your data into a valuable business
asset with the industry’s highest standard for data cleansing and enrichment.

ProtoView: Drive discovery and use of your scholarly works with custom
abstracts and rich metadata.

ISNI Registration Agency: Ringgold supports expanded data
interoperability via our role as a registration agency for institutions for the
International Standard Name Identifier. Various ISNI services are available.
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